. Comparison of sizes of training and test datasets used to develop SCRIBER and the other seven sequence-based predictors of PBRs. Datasets used by the SPRINT method were undersampled at the residue level with the goal of using equal number of PBRs and non-binding residues, resulting in a relatively small set of residues used.
. Comparison of sizes of training and test datasets used to develop SCRIBER and the other seven sequence-based predictors of PBRs. Datasets used by the SPRINT method were undersampled at the residue level with the goal of using equal number of PBRs and non-binding residues, resulting in a relatively small set of residues used. Supplementary Table S2 . Description of features that are utilized in the first layer of the SCRIBER. The features are computed in two ways: 1) for individual amino acids when using window size = 5 (i.e., values for each of the five residues in the window); and 2) based on values aggregated over the entire window for window size = 11 (typically average and standard deviations for the 11 values within the window). Putative secondary structure coded using three bits (for helix, beta-sheet and coil) (per residue) Fraction of residues in putative helix conformation, in putative coil conformation, and in putative beta-sheet conformation within the window Fraction of residues in putative helix and beta sheet conformations within the window Fraction of residues in the longest putative helix segment, the longest putative beta sheet segment, and the longest putative coil segment within the window Residue position within current putative secondary segment (linear distance from the terminus of the current secondary structure segment) Average length of putative secondary structure segments in the sequence Fraction of residues in putative helix conformation, in putative coil conformation, and in putative beta-sheet conformation in the whole sequence Presence of a secondary structure motif at the position of the predicted residue coded using fourteen bits per residue ( Presence of aliphatic, sulphur containing, aromatic, hydrophobic, charged, polar, positive, acidic, small, tiny, and hydroxylic amino acids coded using 11 bits, one bit per property (per residue) Fraction of aliphatic, sulphur containing, aromatic, hydrophobic, charged, polar, positive, acidic, small, tiny, and hydroxylic amino acids (11 properties) within the window Fraction of aliphatic, sulphur containing, aromatic, hydrophobic, charged, polar, positive, acidic, small, tiny, and hydroxylic amino acids residues (11 residue types) in the set of residues with high propensity for {protein; DNA; RNA; small ligands; RNA+DNA+small ligands; max(protein, DNA, RNA, small ligands, RNA+DNA+small ligands); max(protein, DNA, RNA, small ligands, RNA+DNA+small ligands) -protein}-binding within the window Fraction of residues with high propensity for {protein; DNA; RNA; small ligands; RNA+DNA+small ligands; max(protein, DNA, RNA, small ligands, RNA+DNA+small ligands); max(protein, DNA, RNA, small ligands, RNA+DNA+small ligands) -protein}-binding located in putative helix/coil/sheet segments within the window Fraction of conserved residues (two thresholds: ECO > average in TRAINING dataset or ECO > average + stdev in TRAINING dataset) among putative surface residues (two thresholds: RSA > 5% or RSA > 20%) within the window Fraction of putative protein-binding disordered residues among putative surface residues (two thresholds: RSA > 5% or RSA > 20%) within the window Fraction of aliphatic, sulphur containing, aromatic, hydrophobic, charged, polar, positive, acidic, small, tiny, and hydroxylic amino acids residues (11 residue types) among putative surface residues (two thresholds: RSA > 5% or RSA > 20%) within the window Fraction of putative surface residues (two thresholds: RSA > 5% or RSA > 20%) located in putative helix/coil/sheet segments within the window Fraction of putative protein-binding disordered residues among the conserved residues (two thresholds: ECO > average in TRAINING dataset or ECO > average + stdev in TRAINING dataset) within the window Fraction of aliphatic, sulphur containing, aromatic, hydrophobic, charged, polar, positive, acidic, small, tiny, and hydroxylic amino acids residues (11 residue types) among the conserved residues (two thresholds: ECO > average in TRAINING dataset or ECO > average + stdev in TRAINING dataset) within the window Fraction of conserved residues (two thresholds: ECO > average in TRAINING dataset or ECO > average + stdev in TRAINING dataset) located in putative helix/coil/sheet segments within the window Fraction of aliphatic, sulphur containing, aromatic, hydrophobic, charged, polar, positive, acidic, small, tiny, and hydroxylic amino acids residues (11 residue types) among putative protein-binding disordered residues within the window Fraction of putative protein-binding disordered residues in putative helix/coil/sheet segments within the window Fraction of aliphatic, sulphur containing, aromatic, hydrophobic, charged, polar, positive, acidic, small, tiny, and hydroxylic amino acids residues (11 residue types) located in putative helix/coil/sheet segments within the window Fraction of residues with high propensity for {protein; DNA; RNA; small ligands; RNA+DNA+small ligands; max(protein, DNA, RNA, small ligands, RNA+DNA+small ligands); max(protein, DNA, RNA, small ligands, RNA+DNA+small ligands) -protein}-binding on putative surface (two thresholds: RSA > 5% or RSA > 20%) in the entire protein sequence Fraction of conserved residues (two thresholds: ECO > average in TRAINING dataset or ECO > average + stdev in TRAINING dataset) located on putative surface (two thresholds: RSA > 5% or RSA > 20%) in the entire protein sequence Fraction of putative helix, coil, and sheet residues on putative surface (two thresholds: RSA > 5% or RSA > 20%) in the entire protein sequence Fraction of putative protein-binding disordered residues on putative surface (two thresholds: RSA > 5% or RSA > 20%) in the entire protein sequence Fraction of aliphatic, sulphur containing, aromatic, hydrophobic, charged, polar, positive, acidic, small, tiny, and hydroxylic amino acids residues (11 residue types) on putative surface (two thresholds: RSA > 5% or RSA > 20%) in the entire protein sequence Fraction of residues in different secondary structure motifs (X[H|E|C](head), [H|E|C]X(tail), CHC, CHE, EHC, EHE, HCH, ECH, HCE, ECE, CEC, HEC, CEH, HEH) on putative surface (two thresholds: RSA > 5% or RSA > 20%) in the entire protein sequence Fraction of residues with high propensity for {protein; DNA; RNA; small ligands; RNA+DNA+small ligands; max(protein, DNA, RNA, small ligands, RNA+DNA+small ligands); max(protein, DNA, RNA, small ligands, RNA+DNA+small ligands) -protein}-binding within current segment of putative secondary structure Fraction of putative surface residues (two thresholds: RSA > 5% or RSA > 20%) within segment of putative secondary structure that includes the predicted residue Fraction of conserved residues (two thresholds: ECO > average in TRAINING dataset or ECO > average + stdev in TRAINING dataset) within segment of putative secondary structure that includes the predicted residue Fraction of putative protein-binding disordered residues within segment of putative secondary structure that includes the predicted residue Fraction of aliphatic, sulphur containing, aromatic, hydrophobic, charged, polar, positive, acidic, small, tiny, and hydroxylic amino acids residues (11 residue types) within segment of putative secondary structure that includes the predicted residue Fraction of residues with high propensity for {protein; DNA; RNA; small ligands; RNA+DNA+small ligands; max(protein, DNA, RNA, small ligands, RNA+DNA+small ligands); max(protein, DNA, RNA, small ligands, RNA+DNA+small ligands) -protein}-binding within motif of putative secondary structure that includes the predicted residue Fraction of putative residues surface (two thresholds: RSA > 5% or RSA > 20%) within motif of putative secondary structure that includes the predicted residue Fraction of conserved residues (two thresholds: ECO > average in TRAINING dataset or ECO > average + stdev in TRAINING dataset) residues within motif of putative secondary structure that includes the predicted residue Fraction of putative protein-binding disordered residues within motif of putative secondary structure that includes the predicted residue Fraction of aliphatic, sulphur containing, aromatic, hydrophobic, charged, polar, positive, acidic, small, tiny, and hydroxylic amino acids residues (11 residue types) within motif of putative secondary structure that includes the predicted residue Putative PB propensities generated in the first layer (per residue) Average of putative PB propensities generated in the first layer Standard deviation of putative PB propensities generated in the first layer Fraction of residues with high putative PB propensities generated in the first layer (> average and > weighted average) within the window Fraction of residues with high putative PB propensities generated in the first layer (> average and > weighted average) among putative surface residues (two thresholds: RSA > 5% or RSA > 20%) Fraction of residues with high putative PB propensities generated in the first layer (> average and > weighted average) among conserved residues (two thresholds: ECO > average in TRAINING dataset or ECO > average + stdev in TRAINING dataset) Weighted average of putative PB propensities generated in the first layer Weighted standard deviation of putative PB propensities generated in the first layer Putative DB propensities generated in the first layer (per residue) Average of putative DB propensities generated in the first layer Standard deviation of putative DB propensities generated in the first layer Fraction of residues with high putative DB propensities generated in the first layer (> average and > weighted average) within the window Fraction of residues with high putative DB propensities generated in the first layer (> average and > weighted average) among putative surface residues (two thresholds: RSA > 5% or RSA > 20%) Fraction of residues with high putative DB propensities generated in the first layer (> average and > weighted average) among conserved residues (two thresholds: ECO > average in TRAINING dataset or ECO > average + stdev in TRAINING dataset) Weighted average of putative DB propensities generated in the first layer Weighted standard deviation of putative DB propensities generated in the first layer Putative RB propensities generated in the first layer (per residue) Average of putative RB propensities generated in the first layer Standard deviation of putative RB propensities generated in the first layer Fraction of residues with high putative RB propensities generated in the first layer (> average and > weighted average) within the window Fraction of residues with high putative RB propensities generated in the first layer (> average and > weighted average) among putative surface residues (two thresholds: RSA > 5% or RSA > 20%) Fraction of residues with high putative RB propensities generated in the first layer (> average and > weighted average) among conserved residues (two thresholds: ECO > average in TRAINING dataset or ECO > average + stdev in TRAINING dataset) Weighted average of putative RB propensities generated in the first layer Weighted standard deviation of putative RB propensities generated in the first layer Putative SLB propensities generated in the first layer (per residue) Average of putative SLB propensities generated in the first layer Standard deviation of putative SLB propensities generated in the first layer Fraction of residues with high putative SLB propensities generated in the first layer (> average and > weighted average) within the window Fraction of residues with high putative SLB propensities generated in the first layer (> average and > weighted average) among putative surface residues (two thresholds: RSA > 5% or RSA > 20%) Fraction of residues with high putative SLB propensities generated in the first layer (> average and > weighted average) among conserved residues (two thresholds: ECO > average in TRAINING dataset or ECO > average + stdev in TRAINING dataset) Weighted average of putative SLB propensities generated in the first layer Weighted standard deviation of putative SLB propensities generated in the first layer Putative RDSB propensities generated in the first layer (per residue) Average of putative RDSB propensities generated in the first layer Standard deviation of putative RDSB propensities generated in the first layer Fraction of residues with high putative RDSB propensities generated in the first layer (> average and > weighted average) within the window Fraction of residues with high putative RDSB propensities generated in the first layer (> average and > weighted average) among putative surface residues (two 11 11 11 11 11 11 1 1 2 2×2=4 25 thresholds: RSA > 5% or RSA > 20%) Fraction of residues with high putative RDSB propensities generated in the first layer (> average and > weighted average) among conserved residues (two thresholds: ECO > average in TRAINING dataset or ECO > average + stdev in TRAINING dataset) Weighted average of putative RDSB propensities generated in the first layer Weighted standard deviation of putative RDSB propensities generated in the first layer Putative maxB propensities generated in the first layer (per residue) Average of putative maxB propensities generated in the first layer Standard deviation of putative maxB propensities generated in the first layer Fraction of residues with high putative maxB propensities generated in the first layer (> average and > weighted average) within the window Fraction of residues with high putative maxB propensities generated in the first layer (> average and > weighted average) among putative surface residues (two thresholds: RSA > 5% or RSA > 20%) Fraction of residues with high putative maxB propensities generated in the first layer (> average and > weighted average) among conserved residues (two thresholds: ECO > average in TRAINING dataset or ECO > average + stdev in TRAINING dataset) Weighted average of putative maxB propensities generated in the first layer Weighted standard deviation of putative maxB propensities generated in the first layer Putative diffB propensities generated in the first layer (per residue) Average of putative diffB propensities generated in the first layer Standard deviation of putative diffB propensities generated in the first layer Fraction of residues with high putative diffB propensities generated in the first layer (> average and > weighted average) within the window Fraction of residues with high putative diffB propensities generated in the first layer (> average and > weighted average) among putative surface residues (two thresholds: RSA > 5% or RSA > 20%) Fraction of residues with high putative diffB propensities generated in the first layer (> average and > weighted average) among conserved residues (two thresholds: ECO > average in TRAINING dataset or ECO > average + stdev in TRAINING dataset) Weighted average of putative maxPB propensities generated in the first layer Weighted standard deviation of putative diffB propensities generated in the first layer Supplementary Table S4 . Results of the ablation study that compares predictive performance of SCRIBER with its versions that exclude certain combinations of the three novel design ideas. MODEL1 excludes all three design ideas (no novel features, no combined features and no second layer), i.e., we use the prediction of PBRs generated in the first layer using the remaining features. MODEL2 does not use the combined features and the second layer but uses the novel features, i.e., we use the prediction of PBRs generated in the first layer using all but combined features. MODEL3 does not use the second layer but applies both novel and combined features, i.e., we use the prediction of PBRs generated in the first layer using all features. The binary predictions for all methods are calibrated to allow for direct comparison, such that the number of putative PBRs each method generates equals to the number of the native PBRs. The results are computed over 10 subsets of randomly selected 50% of TEST to assess robustness of the predictions and evaluate statistical significance of differences between SCRIBER and the other methods (section 2.3 gives details). We report the corresponding averages, standard deviations (stdev), and p-values; differences with p-value < 0.05 are assumed statistically significant and shown in bold italics font. The best value for each measure of predictive quality are shown with bold font. 
